Low-energy electromagnetic fields promote proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells.
The rationale was to investigate the effects of low-energy electromagnetic fields (EMF) on the proliferation of bovine coronary and murine aortic smooth muscle cells (SMC). EMF were applied to SMC at field frequencies of 25, 50, or 100 Hz, and exposure time was set to 5, 15, or 30 minutes. Significant increases in SMC-counts compared with sham exposed controls were found for all EMF-frequencies tested. The effect was most pronounced for 50 Hz fields with maximum increases of 1.2-fold over controls. Sequential double exposure of mouse aortic SMC to 50 Hz fields revealed significantly enhanced cell proliferation by 1.2 fold compared with single exposure (p < 0.05). Experiments performed on bovine SMC also revealed significant increases in cell proliferation. The results demonstrate that EMF are capable of significantly enhancing the proliferation of vascular SMC. These results rise the question whether EMF would qualify as supportive means to angio-/arteriogenic approaches.